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About Us.

What is VAI?
VAI is an international non-profit charity

foundation striving to help people deal

with the skin condition Vitiligo in

positive ways. 

Our Mission
People with this skin condition handle

their changing appearance in different

ways. The foundation is focused on the

group who actually suffer from this skin

disorder and tend to have negative

feelings because of their Vitiligo. These

feeling may differ from a negative self-

image to suicidal thoughts, to anti-

social behavior and even (online)

bullying. We have chosen to focus on

this group; because everyone is worthy,

no matter how different and unique

someone is. 



Why work
with us?
Charity Work
By working with us you are

comitting yourself with charity

work which gives a positive

purpose to serving humanity. 

International Team
You will join an international team

of ambassadors who all feel

connected to the same mission,

vision and ambition as VAI. 

Recognition
All our team members and

ambassadors receive their

deserved recognition and will

receive international visibility

through our platforms. 



WHY
LINKEDIN?

LinkedIn is one of the worlds biggest business  2
business platforms when it comes to social
media. Of course this incredible platform does
not need any introduction. But why do we work
with LinkedIn?

As LinkedIn is a leading platform when it comes
to connecting people and businesses globally,
VAI has seen the possibilities and the positive
impact social media can have regarding reaching
our audience. VAI has a genuine purpose to
reach out to as many Vitiligans as possible and
using LinkedIn for this purpose will only benefit
the charity foundation and of course the people
who feel connected to our cause.

Being seen worldwide by using LinkedIn's
complicated technologies and algorithms is not
the only thing that matters. What matters more
is that we discover more Vitiligans and of course
get in touch with our targeted  audience. 



GETTING
STARTED 

WITH

VAI



LINKEDIN MANAGER

As the LinkedIn manager you will be

responsible for the visibility of our 

 LinkedIn account. Think about:

- Liking posts of other Vitiligo related

   accounts.

- Commenting on posts of other Vitiligo

   related accounts.

- Share posts from other Vitiligo related

   accounts.

- Post (provided) content on our LinkedIn

   account

- Tag other Vitiligo related LinkedIn

   accounts.

- Use (related) hashtags.

- Share/send sharable content to other

   team members/ambassadors.

Make sure that you are engaging accounts that fit
our targeted audience such as other people with
the skin condition Vitiligo or other foundations,
companies or organizations with a common
mission, vision and ambition. 



POSTING POINTS



It is very important to keep the following
points in mind when posting on our LinkedIn
Feed.

- Always check with the team for

   approval if the content that you

   want to post can be posted. 

- Use catchy text and/or emojis to 

   catch the attention of our

   targeted audience.

- Always tag the correct people,

   companies, organizations, 

   foundations in the posts.

- Always use the correct hashtags

   related to the content and our

   targeted audience.

- Feel free to check with the team at

   any time.



TAGS &
HASTAGS



WHY

TAGS
AND HOW TO USE

THEM



Why tags?
Tagging content related to people or

businesses on LinkedIn  will help us

building our community.

Having people tagged in our posts will

help our followers and brand-lovers know

who we and our audience are. This is

helpful in the degree in which they’ll feel

part of a community they admire, respect

or in someway feel connected to. 

When a person or brand is being tagged

they can choose to re-post it to their own

feed or story for their followers to see.

This will create more exposure and thus

more chances of reaching our more to

our targeted audience and creating more

Vitiligo Awareness worldwide.

You can tag up to 20 people per post.

However it is not recommended to spam

20 people in every post.



Examples of community
accounts to tag

Here are a few businisses and

organizations that might be

interesting to tag in our posts.

*check with the team for an

updated list. 



Examples of personal
accounts to tag

Here are a few personal accounts that

might be interesting to tag in our posts.

*check with the team for an updated list.



Spreading within the team

It is of great importance that our content  

reaches as many targeted audience as

possible. Therefore all our team

members and ambassadors are asked

to repost our content. It is the job of the 

 LinkedIn manager to inform or

share/send the content to our team

members/ambassadors.

These are the total accounts that will

repost/share the content:

*check with the team for an updated list.



WHY

HASHTAGS
AND HOW TO USE

THEM



Why #hashtags?

Hashtags create great visibility for

campaigns and helps us reach our

target audience. By using relevant

hashtags our audience is already

following, this will be accomplished. 

When we promote an event, post a

story or any other content  the hash tag

will not only connect us with our

followers, but also will connect our

followers with each other.

Incorporating hashtags in our social

media content is arguably more

relevant in 2020 than it was even three

years ago. With the recent changes in

social media algorithms, it's estimated

that 70% of our company's organic

social media content is going unseen.

Hashtags can help our content get

discovered.



How to use #hashtags?

Be mindful of proper hashtag

etiquette.

Use hashtags that fit our brand.

Create hashtags for

promotions.

Keep them short and

memorable.

Capitalize the first letter of each

word.

Don't use spaces or special

characters.

Ultilize trending hashtags.

Don't over use hashtags, an

average of 12 hashtags per post

is more than enough.



Examples of #hashtags
Using the right hashtags can be

quite tricky at times. Which

hashtags are over used? And

which hashtags are relevant?

We have a few examples of

hashtags related to our niche so

your task can be fulfilled much

easier! Keep in mind to limit your

hashtags to max 12 per post.

#Vitiligo # Vitiligine

#VitiligoAwareness

#VitiligoAwarenessInt

#VitiligoWorld #MundoVitiligo

#VitiligoBeauty #VitiligoPride

#VitiligoSkin #WorldVitiligoDay

#WinnieHarlow #Melanin

#MelaninPride #MelaninBeauty

#SelfLove #BodyPositivity

#LoveYourBody #BeautifulSkin

#SkinDeep #HappySkin

#LoveYourSkin #NoToDepression



THE STARTING POINT

Do's and
don'ts

Effective and social
media friendly



Do's
- Like posts from at least 3

  different LinkedIn accounts. 

- Comment on post from at least 3

   different LinkedIn accounts.

- Check the inbox daily. Answer them

   or contact the team to answer 

   the messages. 

- Always notify the team when

   important messages are received.

- Inform messengers that you are a 

   ambassador/volunteer when

   asked who they are dealing with. 

- Try to spend at least 5 minutes a

   day and at least 4 days a week 

   on fullfilling the tasks mentioned

   above.

- Contact the team whenever u

   have any questions.



Don'ts

- Do not follow other accounts

   without our permission. 

- Do not unfollow other accounts

   without our permission.

- Do not spam other accounts with 

  unwanted excessive likes and/or

  comments.

- Do not present yourself as the

  owner or as an employer of VAI. 

- Do not give out information

  through the DM without approval. 

- Do not post any religious, political

  or sexual sensitive or abusive

  comments or stories. 



Opportunities

& Benefits



Opportunities
& Benefits 

Become part of an international
team with a global purpose.

TEAM WORK

Service humanity by doing small
tasks 5 minutes a day. 

CHARITY WORK

Gain global visibility by working
together with VAI. 

GAIN VISIBILITY

Get 20% discount for you and your
family and friends to use on our 
 non-profit Vitiligo awareness
giftstore. 

Valid for as long as you are part of
our team.

PERSONAL DISCOUNT CODE



Need assistance?
CONTACT US

Name 

Faried Molai (Founder & Chairman)

Whatsapp

+316 15 44 85 23

Email

info@vitiligoawarenessint.com

Instagram

@vitiligoawarenessint


